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New restrictions 
delayed for 24 
hours: See Page 
Three Inside

Bar and restaurant staff to 
protest at closure order: Inside

THE BIG PARTY IS OFF IN PALMA THIS YEAR: See Report Inside Today

BREXIT BROADSIDE 
FOR LOCAL 
NAUTICAL 
INDUSTRY
Palma.—The ANEN national association of nautical busi-
nesses is immersed in negotiations with Spanish 
authorities which aim to minimise the negative effects 
of Brexit on recreational boating. The Brexit agreement 
does not include specific rules that directly affect rec-
reational boating. Over the next eleven months, bilat-
eral or reciprocal agreements may be arrived at and 
which make the effects more flexible. 

The nautical sector faces a challenge because of the eco-
nomic impact of British tourists and residents on recrea-
tional boating activity in Spain and because of the rep-
resentation that the UK nautical industry has in Spain. 
With companies in the nautical sector facing changes 
that affect their business, ANEN has prepared a guide to 
the main consequences of Brexit. 

 
No British skippers on Spanish flagged yachts 

From January 1, 2021, in accordance with current Span-

ish regulations, British citizens can skipper boats regis-
tered in the United Kingdom but cannot continue to 
benefit from the recognition of their nautical titles to 
skipper recreational boats under the Spanish flag, as the 
UK is now considered to be a third country. The same ap-
plies to boats for charter-hire.  

 
No British charter yachts under 14 metres 

ANEN is working with the General Directorate of the 
Merchant Marine so that UK nautical qualifications are 
recognised in Spain. Spanish nautical charter (rental) 
regulations allow vessels destined for charter to display 
both the Spanish flag and any EU flag, but as of January 
1, vessels of under 14 metres and under the UK flag can-
not be engaged in nautical rental activity in Spanish wa-
ters. In order to do this, the flags of these vessels must 
be changed and their maritime registration has to be any 
EU country.  

This is another issue on which Anen is working with 
the directorate so as to find solutions and benefit an ac-
tivity that is increasingly taking centre-stage in the nau-
tical sector.  

The departure of the UK from the EU means, among 
other things, that the flow of vessels between Spain and 
the United Kingdom will no longer be considered an in-
tra-community operation and will be subject to customs 
formalities. With regard to the IEDMT matriculation tax, 
if the person using the vessel flagged in the UK is a resi-
dent of that country, the tax would not accrue so long as 
it complies with the limitations established in the tax 
regulations.  

The ANEN guide considers other tax implications of Brexit. 
The guide can be consulted via the ANEN website (anen.es), 
the direct link being www.anen.es/download/general/Gen-
eral/Guia-ANEN_Efectos-Bresxit-en-la-nautica-de-
recreo_Espana.pdf. 

b  From January 1, 2021, in accordance with current Spanish regulations, British citizens can 
skipper boats registered in the United Kingdom but cannot continue to benefit from the 
recognition of their nautical titles to skipper recreational boats under the Spanish flag.


